
Did Einstein Understand Dental Marketing?
Truth be told, this isn’t Einstein’s quote.
His actual quote from his 1962 book New Perspectives in Physics said:
“You do not really understand something unless you can explain it to your 
grandmother.”

The web marketing world is filled with lots of hype 
and confusion. 
One “expert” will tell you that social media is the way of the future, while 
another preaches that SEO is the tried and true method, while yet another says 
that local search is the best thing since sliced bread.

Yet none of them can tell you which one REALLY works and which ones DON’T. So what do most dentists do?

Confusion breeds indecision: The Analysis-Paralysis Effect.
I’m a numbers guy. I like to know the bottom line before I make a decision. All too often though companies don’t 
let you compare “apples to apples” to see which provides the better value. They don’t tell you about the pitfalls of 
their own marketing agenda. So you end up:

   1)   Trying them out only to find out it doesn’t work, or

   2)  You can’t make up your mind and get stuck in analysis-paralysis mode (and do nothing).

Neither is good for your dental practice.
One bonus of our Swift Kick! package is the fifteen minute video critique of your entire web marketing campaign 
where we show you step by step exactly what you’re doing right (and what you’re not).
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So what does a successful dental web marketing campaign look like? One example is below:

To find the new patients and cases that YOU want, you have to design your marketing campaign to not only 
dominate the entire first page of Google, but you also must provide killer content and information to your 
prospects, automatically follow-up with all your prospects for 12-24 months after initial contact, and you have to 
scrupulously track all your marketing so you know what is (and is not) performing.

Einstein also once said that insanity was doing the same thing over and over again and expecting different 
results…

Did you know that no one really cares 
about what you (or your staff) has to 
say?
…unless you give them some piece of information 
that they feel truly applies to helping them solve 
their question or concern.

Effective marketing has less to do with what you as 
a dentist wants to say and more to do with 
conveying the proper message that directly applies 
to the problem your patient is looking for the answer 
to.

People don’t care about your practice, 
credentials, or history, they want to see how 
they can solve a concern they are dealing with. If 
you position yourself as the solution, they will see 
you as a dentist that truly provides value to them.  

In the past four years we have seen the 
single largest growth of information 

availability in the documented history of 
our world. 
No longer is just putting an advert up enough. 
Patients don’t want to just “find a dentist” – they 
want to find “the best dentist for them.” Your 
patients now have the ability to get to know you, 
get tons of information, read what other patients 
think about you, get a first impression of your staff 
and office — all in their underwear and without ever 
leaving their home.

Wikipedia, WebMD, Facebook… all these 
information-superhighways allow your patients to 
find any and all the information they want. We all 
have developed D-ADHD (Digital Attention Deficit 
Disorder)… we all want the answers to our 
questions RIGHT NOW.

If your website just talks about YOU and 
about YOUR services, YOU’RE losing 
new patients.
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Colin is a genius on all types of marketing and he has several books and dvd’s that dentists 
across the country are using.            

Dr. Woody Oakes

She Chose Her Dentist In Her Underwear



Your patients are searching for the answers to their 
problems. Your website should address THEIR 
problems and solve THEIR needs. It should educate 
them on what is available because educated 
prospects are better consumers of the dentistry you 
offer.

And I don’t mean clinically educate… those clinical 
videos and pamphlets will only scare them away! 
When you go to the mechanic do you want to know 
how they fix your brakes, or do you just want to 
know that your car will stop safely?)

When you answer their questions, you 
will win them over. 

So how do you answer their questions? Simple.

• If you design your website from the perspective of 
what your patients want…

• If you produce good quality educational videos that 
show your human side and teach your patients the 
benefits of the treatment (not the process of the 
treatment)…

• If you let your patients see how happy your past 
patients are through video reverse testimonials…

• If you let them meet and greet your staff before 
ever setting foot in your office…

• If you offer free reports and drip marketing to 
constantly send them informational materials that 
educate them…

…Then you will become their hero.

And that’s our marketing philosophy.

• Absolutely dominate the first page of Google.

• Leverage technology to automate your 
marketing to send emails, txt’s, postcards, and 
letters to stay in touch with your patients.

• Scrupulously track every piece of marketing 
so you know exactly the calls, consults, cases, and 
cash it generated.

• Record every call because even the best 
marketing is wasted if the phone call doesn’t close.

Successful dental web marketing isn’t a fluke. It’s 
the result of meticulous planning and a sound 
marketing strategy.

There are four hurdles you must jump 
through to get new patients:
1. You must be seen by the right patients (visibility)

2. You must give them the information they seek 
(pre-qualification)

3. You must follow-up with them until they are 
ready to buy (automatically)

4. You must track everything so you know what 
works and what’s wasting your money (phone 
tracking)

When your web marketing strategy does 
this, you will get rewarded with the Four 
C’s:
1. Calls to your front desk

2. Consults scheduled

3. Cases accepted

4. Cash back in your pocket

We develop online strategies that attract the types 
of patients YOU want.

Most marketing firms can not give you an exact ROI 
for your advertising campaigns. With our proprietary 
Zetetics™ Phone Tracking technology, we can tell 
you EXACTLY what works and what doesn’t work, 
tracking your results down to the penny.

And with our Zetetics™ Automation you can keep in 
touch with your patients by email, txt, and 
postcards for 2 years after they visit your website, 
call your office, or come in for a consult.

So, when they decide to buy you are at the “Top of 
Their Mind”… the first person they think of.

How many C’s does your 
website generate?
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Very few dental websites actually generate new patients.  Our website used to kind of suck.  
It doesn't anymore since Colin.

            
 Dr. Michael Abernathy
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Fast Thoughts on Dental 
Marketing Podcast 

www.FastThoughtsPodcast.com

Episode 008: The One About Dental 
Marketing Vultures

      What does Google Penguin update (a.k.a 
Over-Optimization Penalty) mean to dentists?

      Why Facebook and Social Media will NEVER generate 
you new cases and patients

      Colin gets on his soapbox about Facebook PPC 
advertising and mobile websites

Episode 009: The One About The Psychology 
of Your Dental Website

      What your website is REALLY saying to your prospects 
and patients

      How to enter the conversation your patients are having 
about you right now

      Colin makes a BIG personal announcement

      Why patients refer you and how to build an automated 
referral system

Episode 010: The One About Marketing In All 
The Wrong Places

      Does Social Media work for Dentists?

      Should you spend all your marketing money in one 
place?

      What’s the truth about template dental websites?

      Can you use boilerplate content on your dental 
website?

      Can you do SEO & PPC on an older dental website?

      Is it worth the money to automate my dental 
marketing?

      How can I track my ROI exactly down to the penny?

Swift Kick! Web Marketing 
Critiques

Dr. John Argeros 
http://bit.ly/L4xzds

Dr. David Dinsmore
http://bit.ly/JnL2ue

Dr. Staci Blaha
http://bit.ly/MFigcN

Dr. Dean Cirocco
http://bit.ly/MFigcN

Dr. Michael Lee
http://bit.ly/MFigcN

Connect With Us

Give us a call @ 888.741.1413 or Visit our Website

http://www.smartboxwebmarketing.com/googlegenius.htm/
http://www.facebook.com/SmartBoxWebMarketing
http://twitter.com/#!/creceveur
http://www.linkedin.com/groups/SmartBox-Web-Marketing-131954?home=&gid=131954&trk=anet_ug_hm
https://plus.google.com/108606160359595799611/posts
http://www.smartboxwebmarketing.com/contact-us.htm
http://www.apple.com/itunes/affiliates/download/
http://www.FastThoughtsPodcast.com
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